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CLINICAL RETRIEVAL GROUP  
 

Damage Reporting and Quality Assurance in Organ Retrieval 
 
 
Background 
 
There is a requirement to report any damage resulting in patient harm or unused 
organs to the Human Tissue Authority. At the same time there is the necessity to 
report on (ab)normal findings concerning anatomy, injury and procedural aspects as 
regards donor organs to receiving transplant teams. 
 
Damage can be reported in the following ways: 

• Completion of HTA A form by retrieval surgeon (this will not capture recipient 
harm/organs unused) 

• Completion of HTA B form by recipient surgeon 
• Completion of a clinical incident form; this can be done by the SNOD, or a 

member of staff at the recipient hospital. 
 
Currently, information from the clinical incident form is used to identify reportable 
damage and to notify the HTA.  However, ODT does not always receive an incident 
form. Due to the lack of a user-friendly procedure, feedback is frequently abandoned 
resulting in a possible under-reporting of abnormalities or injuries of donor organs. 
 
Historically retrieval and recipient surgeons have been encouraged to communicate 
damage as soon as this is identified, either via a telephone call or a polite e-mail.  
However, this does not always happen. 
 
 
Use of HTA forms and retrieval paperwork 
 
The retrieval surgeon completes the “A” form, which consists of three sections. The 
first contains donor demographics and a series of key times – heparinisation, time of 
cross clamp etc. The second page is organ specific and for the heart and lung 
certainly, contains key physiological measurements. The third page goes with the 
organ, again has details of cross clamp and perfusion times, together with (just 
recently) perfusion fluid batch number. There is opportunity to note surgical damage. 
Quality of perfusion and volume/type of fluid used is not collected, nor are details 
about communication with the recipient surgeon. 
 
In addition, the retrieval surgeon completes a form covering the NORS activity data – 
time of leaving home hospital, time to arrival at donor hospital etc. 
 
The implanting surgeon has a shorter, single page form to complete; the HTA B form. 
This describes the transplant performed, the time (and which time is not specified) 
and what was done with the organ if not transplanted. Pre-implant perfusion fluid 
batch number is added. There is opportunity to grade surgical damage, but it is not 
possible to score other aspects of retrieval “quality” – quality and completeness of 
perfusion, adequacy of storage, and level of communication. This last is of particular 
importance for all organs involved.  Feedback is recognised as being essential to 
training, competence and continuing education of retrieval staff – positive feedback 
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helps identify a high quality retrieval; feedback on damage helps increase retrieval 
surgeons’ knowledge about how damage could have been avoided. 
 
Completion of both forms is mandated by the HTA. This creates a significant 
advantage to be able to capture all instances of damage. 
 
Proposal 
 
Both forms are made electronic, rather than paper, to be completed on a website. 
The software is set up so the final, electronic, sign off, mandated by the HTA, can 
only be done after all the data fields have been completed. 
 
Most of the data fields are the same as the current HTA A form, and there may be 
opportunity to review these, but some additional fields should be added. We propose 
that we give the opportunity to score several aspects of the quality of the resultant 
organ: 
 

1) Surgical damage  0-10, where 10 is something barely usable, and 1 is a text-
book dissection. We would need to develop definitions for each organ 

2) Quality of perfusion 0-10, where 1 is a perfectly perfused organ and 10 is 
barely flushed at all. Again we would develop organ-specific definitions 

3) Quality of organ 0-10 as above 
4) Some scoring of “communication” 

 
 
The idea of this is to standardise the reporting in a straightforward fashion and to 
ensure ODT captures and reports all instances of organ damage resulting in recipient 
harm/unused organs to the HTA. At the same time this proposal would fulfill the 
requirement that recipient transplant staff receive precise documentation as regards 
the anatomical variations and possible abnormalities or injuries of the donor organs. 
Information also includes name and mail address of lead retrieval surgeon and 
SNOD. 
 
The HTA B form is a digital mirror, with similar fields to standardise reporting of the 
aspects of damage, organ quality, perfusion quality and communication. Perfusion 
quality would encompass storage, including the way the organ is bagged, adequacy 
of ice, labelling etc. 
 
The digital donor quality report will contain all pertinent information for each 
transplantable organ. The default will be ‘the normal situation’. Anything abnormal will 
open a number of fields where necessary to tick the present abnormality/injury. As 
stated before, essential fields have to be completed, otherwise the document can not 
be closed and signed off. 
 
The digital recipient quality report shows on the left side of the respective screen the 
fields completed by the retrieval surgeon. Next to these fields on the right side, the 
default will be ‘agree’. If the inspection reveals different findings ‘disagree’ can be 
ticked and fields will open that allow documentation of the situation as perceived at 
time of transplantation. Again, closure of the document is only possible after 
completion of all essential fields.  
 
An automatic thank you note to the retrieval surgeon would be generated once the 
implanting surgeon had completed his form, giving rapid feedback to the mail 
address of the retrieval surgeon and SNOD named on the donor form.  
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If this system can be made to work, it has a number of potential advantages: 
 

A) Data collection both for NORS activity and donor variables could enter directly 
into the relevant databases, so obviating the paper stage and the risk of 
transcription errors 

B) Organ quality could be characterised in a more through and consistent 
fashion. This would have clinical advantages, and also contribute to data 
collection within QUOD 

C) By scoring the whole spectrum of organ quality, we move away from a sense 
of a “blame culture”, but at the same time data for benchmarking the 
performance of retrieval teams is still available.  Rather than team x having a 
6% damage rate, team x would be quoted as having a 90% rate of damage 
less than grade 2 (or whatever threshold we choose), which sounds much 
better, but if there is a 6% rate of damage greater than, say grade 8, we still 
detect this. 

D) By standardising damage and quality reporting, we can set a simple threshold 
for the identification of cases that need to be reported to the HTA. 

 
There are clearly some potential disadvantages. Most importantly, the software 
would need to be developed, and made compatible with the various databases 
currently completed by hand. This will have a cost, but partially offset by labour 
saving. In addition, a whole generation of both retrieval and implanting surgeons 
would need education in how to use the new tool. For retrieval surgeons in training 
the quality module will be part of their education and needed for certification of 
competence.  
 
A fortunate coincidence is that an almost compatible system for all solid donor 
organs as we require has been developed by the Dutch Transplant Foundation which 
is the competent authority in The Netherlands. The digital donor organ quality form 
has been implemented in Eurotransplant and has been used successfully across 8 
member states for some years. The digital recipient organ quality form has been 
recently developed and is currently in an advanced test phase. 
 
The proposal to CRG is to form a task force to compare the content per organ 
and functional design of the Dutch digital set-up with our requirements needed 
in the UK and for the HTA.  If content fields are identical or similar this set-up can 
be used which will save a lot of development time and prevent reinventing the same 
wheel.  As the Eurotransplant ENIS system will certainly be different from the 
NHSBT-ODT system, following the content discussion, integration and specifications 
of how to embed fields in the existing NHSBT-ODT software have to be evaluated. If 
this is considered not feasible yet, use of the application as a separate stand-alone 
tool is possible until IT is ready to convert according to tailored specifications.   
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